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About us and the Newsletter 
 
The Study Circle is a loose group of persons who are interested in the postal (and general) history 
of the area known as Kárpátalja in Hungarian, as Podkarpatská Rus during the First Czechoslovak 
Republic, which had a short day of independence as Carpatho Ukraine, and later was integrated 
into the Ukrainian SSR in the Soviet Union as the ‘Zakarpatskaja Oblast’. Since 1991 it is ЗАКАР-
ПАТТЯ, the westernmost administrative district in the now independent Ukraine. 
 
The Newsletter came out of a meeting of a few collectors during the PRAHA 2008, its first number 
appeared in November 2008. In the last years we have always produced five issues per year but 
cannot keep this high level and cannot promise regular publication intervals as they depend on 
the contributions we are receiving. As we can see from the access counts at the public web site, 
this Newsletter is read by more than hundred people. 
 
This issue continues five years and 698 pages of content related to the Carpatho Ukraine and its 
postal (and political) history. We thank our authors and readers for their support. In these years 
we have sadly lost Andrew Cronin, David Holt, Otto Hornung, Alexander Malycky, and Tønnes Ore 
– they will have a place in our memories. 
 
We give a warm welcome to our new member Simon Horecký (Slovakia) and send our best wishes 
and kind regards to the members of the Study Circle. 
 
 
Distribution method 
 
All issues of the »Sub-Carpathian Messenger« can be browsed at and downloaded from the Inter-
net address 

http://www.slideshare.net/subcarpathian 

For those who have no Internet access and/or no e-mail, the distribution method is still the same: 
you will receive a colour print-out by air/surface mail as you did in the past. 
 
Everybody can freely access the uploaded numbers of the Newsletter but the notification service 
for new numbers (including an easy download web datalink) will be limited to the members of the 
Study Circle. So joining us still has some advantage. 
 
 
Rules and Regulations 
 
All articles in the Newsletter carrying the name of an author are the sole responsibility of this 
author and should not be taken to represent the common opinion of the Study Circle. Such 
articles are, if not marked otherwise, copyrighted by the respective author. Free use within the 
Study Circle is granted. We thank our authors for their much appreciated work and contribution. 
 
Participation in the Study Circle is not bound to a formal membership and does not include the 
duty to pay a membership fee. There is a moral obligation to support the Newsletter from time to 
time by sending some article, some interesting piece of information, some question, some answer 
or whatever. 
 
We will “print” everything even only loosely connected with our subject of interest so any contri-
bution is certainly welcome. Please send it (as Word 2003 or 2007 document, graphical elements 
in JPEG, 300 dpi) to our editor’s e-mail address (kb@aatc.at). His postal address, if you would 
need it, is: 
 

Dr. Helmut Kobelbauer, Untergrossau 81, A-8261 Sinabelkirchen, Austria / Europe 
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Jan Rompes 
A Remarkable Prestamp Letter 
 
Some time ago I saw a Hungarian prestamp letter originating from our area which immediately 
drew my attention. 
 

 
 
 
It concerned a letter written in Munkats on March 16, 1821, and sent to Göllnitz, presently 
Golnica in Slovakia. Göllnitz did not have a post office during the prestamp period and the letter 
was sent to the nearest post office in Caschau (Košice) which applied its arrival postmark in black 
ink “18 März” on the reverse and subsequently forwarded the letter by messenger to Göllnitz. 
 
In Munkats the straight line postmark “V. Munkats“ – a so-called “adeliger” postmark – in red ink 
in use from 1818 to 1827 was not applied on the front of the letter but on the reverse, a most 
unusual practice in the 19th century. Only during a short period from ca. 1755 to 1765 most 
postmarks were put on the backside of the letters, but not in later periods. 
 
Another interesting aspect of this fully paid  - franco tutto - letter is the postage of 42 kr. written 
in red crayon [Rötel] on the reverse. The distance between Munkats and Caschau are 7 postal 
stations meaning Zone 3 in the 7 Zone system applicable since June 1, 1817.  For a standard letter 
(½ Loth weight) sent up to 9 post offices the postage was 6 kr., meaning that this letter weighted 
3,5 Loth corresponding with the 42 kr. figure. 
 
A sevenfold heavy fully paid letter! 
 
All in all a remarkable prestamp letter originating in the Carpatho-Ukraine which recently found 
its place in my tariffs collection. 
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Bernd Reichwein 
Incoming Mail 
 
In Otto Hornung’s publication »The early postal history of Carpatho-Ukraine with particular 
reference to the usage of the first postage stamps of Austria« (2007) he addressed, amongst 
other things, on pages 29 to 33, “incoming mail” letters, franked with the 1850 issue of Austria. 
In table 3 of his work he listed 13 such letters. 
 
 

 
 

From Otto Hornung’s publication, as cited above. 
 
 
Since such letters are certainly as interesting as those originating from the Carpatho Ukraine, I want 
to show such a letter which has not been included in Otto Hornung’s list (see next page). 
 
This letter was from Kaschau (Kassa), April 23rd, 1858, to the “Löbliches Stuhlrichteramt” in Alsó Ve-
reczke. The fee was 6 Kreuzer for the 2nd distance zone (10 – 20 Postmeilen); the letter is franked 
accordingly with 2 x 3 Kreuzer of the 1850 issue, machine paper, plate IIIb, cancelled with the single 
circle CDS of Kaschau, “23 / 4 (1858)”. On the reverse we find a weak arrival stamp of Alsó Ve-
reczke of “25 / 4 (1858)”. With an attest of Dr. Ferchenbauer. 
 
This item is from an archive and shows traces of a bacterial infection below the Kaschau cancella-
tion. 
 
It would be interesting to know whether other members of the Study Circle are collecting incoming 
mail, too, and, if yes, might be willing to show similar material. 
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Private letter, Kaschau, April 23rd, 1858, to Alsó Vereczke. 
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Bernd Reichwein 
Destinations and Incoming Mail 
 
In my opinion these two areas are imperative for the building of a postal history collection. It is a 
pity that many collectors tend to ignore this, and also that the special literature offers only sparse 
information. 
 
Mail from or to abroad is rarely found not only for the first five issues of Austria but is also rare 
with the next issue which shows the face of Franz Joseph I. and was used from the year 1867 on. 
 
Therefore I would like to show an entire from this issue, sent from the Carpatho Ukraine to Bava-
ria in 1870: 
 

   

Front page and reverse of the entire. 
 

 
 
This letter is interesting in two ways: It fits into “Destinations” for the Carpatho Ukraine but also 
into “Incoming Mail” for a collection of Bavaria. 
 
November 23rd, 1870: Entire 5 Kr of the Franz Joseph issue (1867), sealed, franked abroad from 
Unghvar to Kronach in Bavaria. Cancelled with the special Unghvar mark in use from 1858 to 1871, 
on the reverse arrival mark of Kronach, November 27th, 1870, plus transit marks of Pest and 
Vienna. Certified by Dr. Ulrich Ferchenbauer. 
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Roger Morrell 
A Mystery Censor Mark 
 

 
 
This 8 f Hungarian postal stationery card was written on 2 April 1917 in Huszt to be sent to Nagy-
becskerek in southern Hungary. It has a partial Huszt ‘E’ datestamp of 917 APR. It has been 
censored, initialled, and had an anonymous purple cachet “K. u. K. MILITÄRZENSUR / SITZ DER 
KOMMISSION” applied. The question is: Where? 
 

According the H. Thielk’s book on censor marks, updated by Oskar Schilling, a number of places in 
north and north-eastern Hungary used this form of wording in their cachets (Igló, Eperjes, Kassa, 
Huszt, Máramarossziget, Munkács, Sátoraljaújhely, Ungvár) but only up until perhaps November 
1916, when the censoring system was rationalised. After this date many of the smaller offices 
were closed and mail for censoring tended to be focused on Budapest. So which office was still 
using this form of cachet in 1917?  
 

It should also be noted that, with one exception, this form of cachet had the place-name added 
to the right-hand end of the second line, or below, in a third line. The exceptions were Sátoralja-
újhely and Ungvár. Schilling lists Sátoraljaújhely mark #004 (p. 384, recorded used March to May 
1915) as being anonymous, but with the place-name added separately beneath. The dimensions of 
the mark are described as 65 x 9.5 mm. Estimating for the weak right-hand end of the cachet on 
the card shown above, it has dimensions 62 x 10 mm. Furthermore, the left-hand side of the ‘S’ 
of ‘SITZ’ aligns with the gap between the ‘u’ and the second ‘.’ in ‘K. u. K.’, whereas in 
Sátoraljaújhely #004 it aligns with the centre of the gap between the ‘u.’ and the second ‘K’. The 
Ungvár mark (#004, p. 424) is very similar and is recorded used only between March and July 
1915. 
 
There is also a mention in the Schilling listing of marks without place-name of #040 (p. 495), but 
this has ‘SITZ’ sitting left of ‘K. u. K.’, and was used only in FP 191 (active in Bukowina and 
Siebenbürgen). Its dimensions and lettering positions are similar to one of the Kassa marks, but 
with the name excised. 
 
So what about the listed Huszt mark (#001, p. 231, recorded used up to December 1915)? Could it 
be an excised version of that? According to Schilling, it is 63 x 10 mm in size, but the left-hand 
side of the ‘S’ aligns with the gap between the first ‘K’ and the first ‘.’, not as shown above. 
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There’s a similar problem with the Munkács mark (#004, p. 306, 64 x 9 mm recorded used until 
December 1915).  
 
So was the mark just badly applied, perhaps missing a third line? Reviewing all the marks illustr-
ated in Schilling’s extended compilation, it seems that the combination of character style, overall 
size and alignment of the second line relative to the first does not match with any listed variant 
of this type of cachet, even if the town name had been excised. To me it seems designed to be 
anonymous because of the symmetry. 
 
Can any reader recognise the cachet, or is it a new ‘find’? 
 
References: 
 

Horst Thielk: »Zivilpost-Zensur in Österreich-Ungarn 1914-1918«, self-published, Kiel, Germany, 1989. 
Oskar Schilling: »Zivilpost-Zensur in Österreich-Ungarn 1914-1918«, 3rd expanded edition, ARGE Feldpost, Mödling, 

Austria, September 2008. 
 

 
 
The editor: 
I am showing the respective civil censorship mark from Huszt – it is clearly not the same that 
Roger has found. 
 

 
 

Picture postcard, Kövesliget, October 11th, 1915, to Fertősalmos. 
With civil censorship mark “K. u. K. MILITÄRZENSUR | 

SITZ DER KOMMISSION: HUSZT” (in violet). 
 

 
When going through my respective collection, I have not found a mark that corresponds to his 
example. We shall pass on the picture to Oskar Schilling – maybe he (knowing certainly the largest 
number of civil censorship marks from the Habsburg empire during the Great War) can help. 
 
It would be nice if any of our members could support this search by providing another copy of such 
mark. Happy searching … 
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Of course, we have also asked Oskar Schilling from Switzerland. He is continuing the »Zivilpost-
Zensur in Österreich-Ungarn 1914-1918« catalogue originally started by the late Horst Thielk and 
is the foremost expert in such matters. 
 
His answer: 
 

“Ich meine, dass dieser Stempel Máramarossziget zugeordnet werden muss, da das die einzige Zensurstelle ist, 
welche solche Stempel verwendet hat und zu diesem Zeitpunkt noch existierte. 
 
Im Akt KÜA 98817 vom 6. März 1917 wird der Postverbotsraum am östlichen Kriegsschauplatz neu definiert und 
mit Wirksamkeit vom 5. März 1917 unter Punkt c) folgendermassen definiert: 
 
‚Die aus dem Komitat Máramaros stammende Post ist zum Hauptpostamt Máramarossziget zu leiten und dort von 
einer Militärzensurkommission unter Leitung des Armeekommandos zu zensurieren.‘ 
 
Die übrige Post aus den für Ungarn definierten Verbotsräumen wurde über die Zensurstellen in Temesvár und 
Kolozsvár abgeleitet. 
 
Unter Punkt III (Rechte des Heeresgruppenkommandos) steht unter a) Mobile Briefzensurkommissionen: ‚Das 
Kommando hat das Recht, im gesamten Kriegsgebiete des östlichen Kriegsschauplatzes, soweit es ungarischen 
Boden betrifft, die Postzensur durch mobile Zensurkommissionen auf den einzelnen Postämtern fallweise und 
stichprobenartig durchführen zu lassen.‘ 
 
Möglicherweise könnte der Stempel auch von einer solchen mobilen Zensurkommission verwendet worden sein. 
 
Die endgültige Zuordnung wäre erst beim Vergleich mehrerer solcher Belege möglich. Aber woher nehmen ?“ 

 
Oskar Schilling says that most probably this mark originated from the military censorship com-
mission in Máramarossziget. It would also be possible that it was used from one of the mobile 
censorship commissions. One cannot finally decide until more of such items have shown up. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Some members of the Study Circle have proposed to have 
a personal meeting again. The idea is to meet either in 
Bratislava (Slovakia) or in Vienna (Austria), some time in 
late June, or maybe during the summer vacations, i. e., 
during July or August. September is already too late for 
most. 
 
If you are interested, please get quickly into contact with 
the Editor. 
 

This may be the last opportunity to see each other. 
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Miroslav Bachratý 
More Information on Field Post Office 29 in 1938 
 
A short note on Polní Pošta 29 in the autumn of 1938: I have found an article in »Filatelie« 6/92 
which states that Field Post Office 29 (attached to the 17th Infantry Division BLODEK) was opened 
on October 2nd, 1938, in Železný Brod (Bohemia). Later, i. e., from October 13th, it was in the 
Czech school in Užhorod, and still later in Michalovce. The commander of this F. P. O. was lieute-
nant Alois Kalaš, his deputy second lieutenant Bohumil Pinka. The commander of Polní Pošta 12, 
lieutenant Josef Kasal, has reportedly visited the colleagues of Polní Pošta 29. 
 

 

 
A full translation of this article would be most welcome!  

 
An e-mail from Roger Morrell (editor of »Stamps of Hungary« of the HPSGB): 
 
I notice that in SCM 26, a question has been asked about a cover from Salonika.  I guess the cover 
date is 1912, maybe arriving in Ungvár in November? In this repect it is a First Balkan War cover. 
The Montenegrins declared war first, on 8 October 1912 (Gregorian). There was a race between 
the Serbs, Bulgarians and Greeks to take over Salonika, the Western Army HQ of the Turks, and 
push the Turks out, and thus a high probability that the Austrian post office was temporari-
ly disrupted, if not sacked violently. The Greeks won the race on 12 November Gregorian 
(26 October Julian) and incorporated this part of Macedonia into Greece. The Bulgarians did 
arrive, but not quickly enough, and although they set up a post office (Soloun), they got pushed 
out again during the Second Balkan War in 1913. The Austrian office was permanently closed on 
30. 9. 1914. 
  
I cannot read the postmark date on the front (22 ??? 12), but maybe the cover was held up for 
some while by this invasion, and this was noted by the recipient, rather than it being an official 
cachet - who knows! 
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Roger Morrell 
Is this the world’s heaviest fieldpost card? 
 
I recently acquired a ‘concertina’ postcard set of 10 village scenes from Podkarpatska Rus used as 
a Hungarian fieldpost card in 1939. The cards are individually printed with Czech text by Náklad 
Novotný & Bartošek, of Munkačevo and Berehovo, and are taped together in a string using grey 
linen tape. The package weighs about 61 g, which is pretty heavy for a free-post item. A message 
is written in Hungarian across the backs of the first three cards.  
 

The package was addressed to a private individual (Molnór Sándor) in Császár, Komárom megye, 
by someone of the same family name (Molnór Zsigmond). Unfortunately the regimental cachet on 
the address side is incompletely stamped, the only words visible being M. KIR., and ZÁSZLÓAL. 
The manuscript affiliation on the reverse is very brief, ‘6 g k zli’, and Tábori posta 42-15. The 
package seems to have been censored, because although there is no cachet as such, there is a red 
crayon signature on the front, and then the package was sealed with three crude glued-on strips 
of brown paper. The postmark is TPH 42A, dated 39.IV.14, and the arrival datestamp on the re-
verse is four days later. In the centre of the reverse the name Ungvár has been stamped in black, 
but has been partly removed by scratching but still leaving it readily readable.  
 

Perhaps a reader can elucidate the regiment for me, and tie the package to the progress of the 
Hungarian Visszatért campaign? 
 

       

  
 

[The editor: Although I have never seen such a large ‚concertina‘ with ten pictures, some of them 
are quite familiar. I would assign most of the motifs to the Hutsul culture and ethnicity. Who 
would be able to spot the card with the picture of a Roma settlement?] 
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Any of our readers who can help is kindly requested to come forward … 
 
Roger’s e-mail address is: Roger.Morrell@npl.co.uk 
And mine is easily found on the second page of each issue of »The Sub-Carpathian Messenger«. 
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Mervyn Benford 
A Carpathian Mystery 
 
I published my book, “The Visszatért Period in Hungarian Philately” in 1989 for the Hungarian 
Philatelic Society of Great Britain. It was based on one of the first collections of Hungarian Postal 
History that interested me. As a teacher of history I had always been amazed that international 
statesmen at peace negotiations could give away 70% of a country’s territory and the philately of 
the Visszatért period, 1938-46, reflected some success in re-gaining some of it. Postal changes 
inevitably accompanied such decisions. 
 
Dr. Palotás Zoltán, a very knowledgeable Hungarian postal historian deeply interested in these 
matters, had been a major source for me, likewise, from within Czech philately, a published 
expert, Juan Page. Finally the eminent Hungarian researcher, Dr. Simády Béla, was not only the 
world expert in Hungarian postal stationery, producing the first catalogue (still the only source of 
such information,) but also personally interested in the postal history of Kárpatálja, the province 
in north-east Hungary, with mixed Ruthene ethnicity, but inside the Carpathian mountain ring and 
logically within Hungarian administration. He published a detailed history of the post and postal 
services in Kárpatálja (Ruthenia) in 1991. 
 
This province had been ceded to the new Czechoslovak State at Trianon in 1920, returned to Hun-
gary in part by the Treaty of Vienna in 1938 and the rest taken over by Hungary as return 
occupation in 1939. In the second round of post world war treaties in 1946 Hungary lost all its 
returns to their former control except this one. Stalin had his eyes on a foothold in western 
Europe opening up access through the mountains and he used the fact the Ruthenes were related 
to Ukraine ethnically and by language to justify taking it for the Soviet Union. Modern events have 
seen it become part of an independent Ukraine until modern Russia this year decided it wanted 
back the part historically known as Crimea and claimed to be always Russian. 
 
 
This chequered history obviously had significant 
impact on postal affairs. Page and Simády well treat 
these Visszatért years but mysteries still arise – not 
least for those not able to read Hungarian. The story 
of this picture postcard is one. It shows the school 
and the bridge in Nyéresháza - so far so good, 
straightforward Hungarian postcard from Ruthenia 
but posted with a Magyar-Ruthene bi-lingual post-
mark which means between 1939 and 1946. 
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I have official Hungarian postal gazetteers for 1933 and 1944, the first listing all the post offices 
lost at Trianon in a separate listing at the back. This includes Nyéresháza. The 1944 edition  
includes post offices returned under the Visszatért changes but does not include Nyéresháza. It 
does say that that name was equivalent to Alsóneresznice. The bi-lingual postmark on the card 
very clearly shows the Ruthenian (Cyrillic) name Neresnice and under very close scrutiny the 
Magyar name is Alsóneresznice. The 1944 gazetteer also has a Felsöneresznice but does not 
connect it to Nyéresháza in the same way. The Monográfia gives a post office and postmark for 
Nyéresháza from 1901 to Trianon and for Alsóneresznice from 1939. Clearly it re-opened with a 
new name. 
 
The 1944 gazetteer gives both places as on the railway between Taracköz and Királymezö. 
Turning to my excellent modern railway gazetteer I found only Nyéresháza, straddling the Taracz 
river (hence the bridge on the card.) The Slovak language listing gives Nereznice, here virtually 
replicated in the Ruthenia part of the postcard’s postmark and matching the names Page and 
Simády have for Czech/Cyrillic versions. The stations index does not list the two names that 
seemed to have arrived in the Visszatért years, only the earlier Nyéresháza.  
 
My one further major source of reference now is the usually excellent “Magyar Neve” which lists 
all the places lost at Trianon by the countries to which they were ceded, with reverse indices 
giving the names in the respective two languages. None of the three Magyar names are mentioned 
- not even Nyéresháza which clearly had a post-office till Trianon!   
 
My own book’s list of temporary postmarks finds No. 211 (rubber) for Alsóneresznice and both 
names in the main listing of locations at the very end - clearly from my sources, mainly Palotás. 
I had not listed Nyéresháza. Having an Alsó-(Upper) implies need of a Felsö (Lower) and both 
feature in the 1944 gazetteer but not in the 1939 edition. So I return to Simády and find he 
confirms Alsóneresznice as having used temporary canceller (rubber) 211 in March 1939 and later 
given a standard bi-lingual cds and he has Felsöneresznice but only using a rectangular agency 
(sub-office) postmark (bi-lingual). 
 
Returning to the postcard the picture of the school shows its name and status in two languages, 
Magyar and Cyrilllic Ruthene. This is not pre-Visszatért obviously as from 1919 everything was 
under Czech authority. The location information on the card clearly shows the images are from 
Nyéresháza. One has to suppose the postcard itself originated in the Visszatért period unless one 
goes back to pre-Trianon days and assumes the school would pre-1920 have had a bi-lingual notice 
in Magyar-Ruthene above its door. Perhaps! That card, if so much older, had done well to survive 
the 19 years of Czech-Ruthene existence and be available for use post-1939. 
 
If we suppose it was newly produced under restored Hungarian authority then it held to the older 
Magyar name rather than the Alsó- and Felsöneresznice that feature in the new postmarks. Page 
reported that in his view mono-lingual cancellers were prepared in 1938 for 19 places as arguing 
intention to occupy whatever remained non-Hungarian after the restorations of the 1938 Vienna 
treaty - namely the areas around the three principal towns Beregszász, Ungvár and Munkács. I did 
not agree. Almost all are just outside the restored area and are more likely to have reflected 
Hungarian disappointment that they did not squeeze into the Vienna award. There had clearly 
been postal preparedness for the restorations in Northern Hungary and Ruthenia. Following the 
1939 occupations when politicians and army were unlikely to have discussed postal matters in 
advance there was need of heavy use of temporary cancellers. 
 
Ultimately bi-lingual cancellers were issued but later adjustments were made as there developed 
considerable debate as to some places indeed being so ethnically Magyar they should have only 
monolingual cancellers. The dilemma is well reflected in the bi-lingual versions initially allocated 
to places like Aknaszlatina and Nagyszöllös but later changed to monolingual. I illustrate examples 
of both versions for these two locations. Should one assume these monolingual cancellers were 
from the stock prepared prematurely in 1938 and not then issued? Simády lists only eight, not the 
19 claimed by Page. He dates them from 1941-1944. 
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Bi-lingual postmark for Aknaszlatina, September 5th, 1940. 
 
 
 

 
 

Monolingual postmark for Aknaszlatina, April 23rd, 1943. 
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Bi-lingual and monolingual postmarks for Nagyszöllös (1939 and 1944). 
 
If the postcard was published first only after the 1939 restorations then it argues the language 
debate broader in character - with one community insisting it used its original Hungarian name 
and not the new Visszatért version. For one reason or another Nyéresháza became Alsóneresznice 
- the respect for Ruthenian ethnicity showing even in the Magyar version since one would have 
expected a conventional Hungarian spelling to have ended with ‘a’ rather than ’e’ (the Cyrillic, 
Czech and Ruthenian spellings.) Change clearly came with the restoration of Hungarian authority 
and presumably this reflected a political rather than a postal decision, perhaps greater ethnic 
sensitivity but possibly resisted locally? 
 
I can add another linguistic curiosity: the illustration shows a postcard from 1940 with bi-lingual 
Magyar-Ruthene cds for Trebusafejerpatak. On my railway map this is shown as Terebesfejer-
patak.The Monográfia has this form pre-Visszatért but the new form on the postcard also but only 
from 1939. Before restoration the Czech version was Trebusa Bélyi Potok and both that and the 
Ruthenian form in 1939 seem rather like direct transliterations. The Russian name was nothing 
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like them - Gyolovo. It would again seem possible deference to local Ruthene sensibilities to 
ignore the original Hungarian form least in part. 
 

 
 
I pose questions - those able to read Hungarian may find the answers in the Monográfia. Maybe 
the writer’s words on the card give a clue. And were there other name changes to suit the order 
of the day, and other places with new postmarks? If so their lives were very short as in 1946, and 
de facto with Soviet presence by 1944, new postal authority reigned. 
 
 

 
 

Sevluš (Nagyszöllös) on Carpatho Ukraine’s Day of Independence. 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
From the Ukrainian SSR to the Independent Republic Ukraine 
 
The Ukrainian SSR (then still being part of the Soviet Union) declared its sovereignty on July 16th, 
1990, and finally declared independence on August 24th, 1991. 
 
Starting with January 1st, 1992, the “Postal Union” of the CIS (i. e., ex-Soviet) states was dis-
solved and Ukraine set up its own Postal Authority, issuing its first postal stamps on March 1st, 
1992. Soviet stamps stayed valid until December 31st, 1992. 
 
Jan Verleg in his authoritative monograph »Carpatho Ukraine – Postal History and Stamps 1786 - 
2000« has described this turbulent time in some detail. I would like to add a few pictures of 
postal items – none of them spectacular, only traces of a difficult transition. 
 

 
 

Entire from Uzhgorod to the late Andrew Cronin, Toronto, Canada. 
Native “CC CP” postmark, January 22nd, 1992. Franked with 5 rubles. 

 

 
 

Registered letter, Vinogradov, April 18th, 1992, to Nikolaev. 
Provisional red mark “43 (kopek)” of the Ukrainian post. 

Franked with 1 ruble, still native “CC CP” postmark. 
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Simple letter, Plockoe, April 25th, 1992, to Beregovo. 
Same provisional red mark, franked with 0,50 rubles. 

 
 

 
 

Simple letter, Uzhgorod, May 29th, 1992, to Beregovo. 
0,07 rubles paid by (Soviet) entire, rest paid in cash. 

 
 
I do apologize that I – in this article – still use the “Russian” forms of the names. But as these 
items show, the transition to “Ukrainian” names (not to talk about “Ruthenian” local forms) was 
obviously a slow process. (This is an implicit invitation to our members from today’s Ukraine to 
correct my shortcomings and come forward with their views and better information.) 
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Airmail letter (Soviet entire), Chop, June 12th, 1992, to Nikoleav. 
Franked with 3 (?) rubles, peculiar “2 K” mark of the Soviet post. 

 
 
 

 
 

Simple letter (Soviet entire), Tiatchev, July 27th, 1992, to 
Uzhgorod. Probably some 0,43 rubles paid in cash – not shown. 

Canceller maintaining still the good old “CC CP” form. 
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Registered letter, using an “old” Soviet entire (5 kopek), 
Uzhgorod, probably August 29th, 1992, to Beregovo. 
Postal fee very confusing – marks for 1,40 rubles and 

additionally for 2 rubles (the “TP mark”). 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Local letter in Uzhgorod, September 23rd, 1992. 
The earliest use of an Ukrainian entire in my collection. 

Part of the fee was paid in cash – see violet mark. 
(But how much ?) 
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Official letter, Perechin, October 14th, 1992, to Uzhgorod. 
Probably free of charge – see boxed violet mark. 

 
 
 

 
 

Registered letter (Ukrainian entire plus Soviet stamps), 
Nelepino, October 20th, 1992, to Beregovo. Franked 
with 1,40 rubles. Cancellers still the “CC CP” type. 

 
 
 
Please compare the fee for this domestic registered letter with the next one, just one day later: 
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Registered letter (Soviet entire), Vinogradov, October 21st, 1992, 
to Beregovo. My earliest use of an Ukrainian stamp. Letter is 

franked with 2,50 rubles (!) – 0,07 the entire, 0,93 paid in cash, 
and finally 1,50 rubles by the Ukrainian stamp. Who can explain ? 

 
 

 
 

And finally … the arrival of regular Ukrainian stamps. 
Simple letter, Uzhgorod, October 22nd, 1992, to Beregovo. 

Old Soviet entire (International Sports’ Games in 
Uzhgorod 1990), mixed franking between Ukrainian 

“Narbut” issues and Soviet stamp. Fee 1,07 (?) rubles. 
 

 
Only on November 12th, 1992, was the (Soviet) ruble replaced by the Ukrainian Karbovantsiv, 
valued, of course, in a 1:1 relationship. 
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Registered letter, Teresva, November 3rd, 1992, to Beregovo. 
Soviet entire plus Ukrainian “Narbut” stamps. Franked with 1,57 rubles. 

 
 

 
 

Registered letter, Perechin, December 14th, 1992, to Kiev. 
Soviet entire (5 kopek) has a new price now (see violet 

two-liner), but Soviet stamps are still being used. 
How would you recognize that this letter is an item 

of the independent Ukrainian mail ? 
 

 
The last letter carries on its reverse two different arrival marks of Kiev, both in the “old” style 
(“CC CP” Kiev), the second at least bi-lingual (“CC CP” Kiev / Kyiv). 
 
So at the end of 1992 the preponderance of Soviet postal items was still widespread. 


